
Concrete Curbing

Why choose concrete curbing?
Eye Catching & Distinctive

•A unique and attractive feature that offsets any garden or landscape.
•Improves overall appearance resulting in a more pleasing landscape

•Outlines the best features of your garden!

Compliments Architecture
•Improves property appearance with a wide assortment of 

colors, molds and stamps. 

Custom Designed
•Versatile and easily produced on site.

Durable & Long Lasting
•Solid concrete borders do not rot, shift, separate 

or attract insects.



Fast & Clean Installation
•Ground is prepared and curb concrete is mixed and 

installed same day

Reduces Weeding & Trimming
•6” width provides excellent root barrier.

•3” to 6” height holds mulch in place. 

Stays Neat & Tidy
•Keeps mulch contained which leads to 

reduced weed growth

Increase Property Value
•Inexpensive option that greatly improves both 

appearance and property value.



Functional or Aesthetic

A functional landscape border is defined as:
One of several standard profiles in natural grey or colored concrete with no texture or 
stamp impression. A simple way to outline your flower beds and enhance the overall 

appearance of your landscape.

An aesthetic landscape border is defined as:
A decorative slant style border with many options in color, 

texture and stamp impressions. This more customized border 
not only enhances the appearance of your  landscape but 
creates a picture frame around your landscape “artwork.”



Functional

Aesthetic

1. Select natural grey or base integral color
2. Select profile
3. Recommended Additives: Fiber, Color Guard, UV Curing Sealer
4. Design Layout

1. Select base integral color
2. Select standard or low profile/ slant profile
3. Select stamp impression and stamp color
4. Select texture
5. Recommended Additives: Fiber, Color Guard, UV Curing Sealer
6. Design Layout

Residential Molds

Super
$1.50 extra

LP Super LP Slant Slant
$1.50 extra

Commercial Molds

Parking Curb
$19 per. sq ft

Six by Six
$19 per. sq ft

“D” Style
$19 per. sq ft



Alternative Edging
Plastic Edging

Cost effective
Portable
Homeowner can install
Conforms to different shapes

Discolors
Cracks
Not permanent
Not a root barrier 
Requires ongoing maintenance 

Concrete Scallops 
& Paving Blocks 

Durable
Portable
Homeowner can install

Limited color options
Uneven appearance
Labor intensive
Requires ongoing maintenance 

Metal Edging

Cost effective
Homeowner can install

Discolors
Rusts
Labor intensive
Requires ongoing maintenance

Wood Timber

Cost effective
Homeowner can install

Wood rots
Attracts insects
Labor intensive
Not flexible
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.

Stone & Spanish Texture Bark Texture Single Brick

Random Rock Single Brick Paver & Granite Texture Diamond

Basket Weave Ashlar Brick Bond Reverse Basket weave

Double Basket Weave Cocoa Bay & Granite Texture Flagstone Spanish Texture

Slate & Slate Texture Cobblestone Boulder Custom Score

Tile & Granite Offset Bond Slate Texture Random Stone

Granite Texture

Pattern Options

Tips for Choosing
Choose patterns that match your house or paver.

If your home is full of texture, choose a simple pattern
If your home is simple, choose something complex.

Simple textures usually work if you can’t decide.
Smaller curbs look better with simple patterns.

Choose a color family rather than a tone.
Red colors fade to pink.



Curb Protection Options

Color Guard

UV Sealer

Added to concrete mix, color guard:
•Assists with reduction of efflorescence which is the deposit of 
alkaline salts on the surface of masonry products. Occurs on 

all curbs but is most noticeable in colored curbs
•Protects colored curb from fading

Applied to surface of concrete products:
•Protects concrete from harsh sun rays

•Allows concrete to cure while providing protection
•Aids in the clean up of reoccurring mold/mildew growth



Warranty

12 Month Warranty

Not Covered

•Workmanship
•Sub Standard Material

•Rain Damage: curb replaced with 28 day period
•Some services require an extra $75 service fee

•Damage by homeowner, pets or other animals, neighbors, or 
landscape contractors. A $275 repair charge will apply.

•Hairline cracking
•Deviations of color from color chart



Our Objective

“Completely Satisfied Clients”

How can we assist you in making 
your landscaping a 

“Work of art”?

We are offering you:
•The highest quality workmanship

•Professional ongoing service
•A fantastic range of options:

•Mold profiles
•Colors

•Stamp impressions and textures



Caring for your concrete

The first 24 hours are critical

Concrete takes 28 days to fully cure

During this time:
•Advise neighbors and landscapers about installation

•Take care to see that children, pets and guests do not step on edging
•Edging will be dry to the touch within 2 hours. It can then withstand rain.

•Apply UV sealer at time of installation
•Reapply sealer after first six months, then once a year to 

maintain the finish of the curb
•Clean edging with a strong solution of bleach and water to kill 

mold and mildew.




